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Overview 

▪ Rules process for assessing a regulatory proposal

▪ Content of the AER issues paper on Evoenergy’s 

regulatory proposal

▪ Specific issues raised by AER



Rules process

▪ Evoenergy regulatory proposal submitted 31 Jan 2018

▪ AER must publish an issues paper following submission of a 
regulatory proposal (28 March 2018) 

“identifying preliminary issues … that the AER considers … relevant to 
its assessment …”

▪ AER must convene a public forum (13 April 2018) 

▪ Any person may make a written submission (16 May 2018)

▪ AER draft decision (~September 2018)

▪ Evoenergy revised regulatory proposal (~November 2018)

▪ AER final decision (30 April 2019) 



Content of AER issues paper

▪ Presents a summary of the proposal

▪ Identifies a small number of issues “relevant to its 

assessment of the proposal

▪ Opex trend growth and step change

▪ STPIS incentive level

▪ Charges for ancillary services

▪ How views of stakeholders are taken into account

▪ Network tariff structure changes 



Opex trend and step change 

▪ Evoenergy used the AER’s base-step-trend method 

to forecast opex

▪ AER’s estimates of cost and wage growth differ from 

Evoenergy’s 

▪ AER seeking more information on how Evoenergy 

built up its proposal for the vegetation management 

strep change
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Contained to 5% higher 

than AER 2015 final 

decision following major 

transformation

Starting point of 2017/18 

lower than average 

opex over 2014-19 

period

Mainly driven by strong 

customer growth, 

averaging 1.6% pa

New vegetation mgmt. 

obligations + demand 

management capex / 

opex trade off

Less than 10% higher than 

current period but average 

opex per customer held 

steady (next slide) 



Date & Time

Changes to vegetation clearing 
responsibilities in the ACT 

• Responsibilities for vegetation management has been 
shared between Evoenergy and the ACT Government 

• Recent legislative changes mean that we will have 
additional responsibilities from July this year 

• This includes clearing vegetation on unleased 
Territory-owned land as well as inspecting electrical 
infrastructure on leased rural land and taking 
corrective action 

• These changes will benefit the community by 
reducing the risk of bushfires and outages caused by 
vegetation interfering with electrical infrastructure

• The additional cost will be significant – estimated at 
$3.8 million per year
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Opex per customer constant

• Our forecast keeps opex 

per customer about the 

same, despite a number of 

cost pressures including 

new vegetation 

management obligations

• Reflects commitment to 

driving continuous 

efficiency and responding to 

feedback from consumers 

on energy cost pressures   



STPIS incentive level 

▪ Service target performance incentive scheme - provides a 

financial incentive to maintain and improve service performance 

▪ Evoenergy proposes revenue at risk at 2.5 per cent instead of 

the 5 per cent proposed by the AER

▪ 2.5 per cent is the current level

▪ Significant opex reduction required restructure and fewer 

maintenance crew, correlated with worsening reliability 

performance

▪ Scope for further reliability improvement is limited and 

subject to cost and technological constraints



Charges for ancillary services

▪ Customer specific or requested services billed on a 

per service basis to individual customers

▪ Small part of revenue 

▪ Price cap based on a cost build-up approach (labour 

rate x time, materials) 

▪ A number of services to become fee-based instead of 

quoted – administrative costs removed

▪ New services and no meter installations – Power of 

choice 



Tariff Structure Statement 

AER is interested in:

▪ Evoenergy’s past experience with cost reflective 

tariffs

▪ Whether there is sufficient reform to residential 

network tariffs, and therefore the focus for the next 

period should be on reforming large commercial 

customer network tariffs

▪ Consumer’s views on Evoenergy's proposed 

approach of sharpening its peak pricing signals



Consumer engagement program

Details Participation 

Publications

- Issues paper

- Discussion paper

- Case-study summaries

- Consultation summary (no yet released) 

ACTCOSS + others workshop and 

written feedback

2 Written submissions

Clicks on website

Distributed at customer forums

Customer forums

- Energy Consumer Reference Council 

- Community Council meetings

- Industry presentations

- Retailer meetings

- Customer workshops 

- ACTCOSS workshops

8 ECRC meetings

75 people at Community Council 

meetings

2 industry briefings/presentations

30 @ customer workshops

15 ACTCOSS workshop

Promotion/ access to information 

- Social media 

- Website content and promotion

- Industry newsletters

Website hits

Social media stats

Article in industry newsletters

Surveys

- PowerPanel online survey 

- ACTCOSS assisted survey

277 PowerPanel

36 ACTCOSS survey



What did consumers tell us?

Meaningful 
involvement in 

regulatory process is 
important

The current approach to 
balancing cost and 

reliability outcomes is 
supported

Predictability and 
certainty is important, 

particularly with respect 
to price changes

Maintaining security of 
supply is important, 
particularly during 
adoption of new 

technology

Technology should play 
an important role in the 

future of Evoenergy

Most consumers have a 
willingness to modify 

electricity 
consumption in 
response to price 

signals

Transition to cost-
reflective tariffs is 

supported, and 
supporting consumers 
during the transition is 

important

Consumer information 
and education should 
support price signals

These insights 

have guided the 

key themes of 

our 2019-24 plan 



End of presentation 


